The slope keeps getting slipperier
The January 6th assault on the U.S. Capitol Building has given way to a militarization of America.
After that despicable action, 25,000 National Guard troops were brought in from all over the
country to ostensibly secure a peaceful inauguration of President-elect, Joe Biden. Many would
argue that this decision was an overreaction to what was an admittedly unwarranted and unlawful
demonstration by a hundred or so protestors turned rioters. What it wasn't, however, was an 'act of
war' by the Republicans or supporters of President Trump. Though not yet proven, conclusively,
many believe that the incursion into the House chamber was a pre-planned attempt by a small
bunch of diehard extremists to infiltrate Trump's supporters (who had gathered to show their
solidarity with the President and his claims that the Presidential Election was tainted by
widespread irregularities) in order to portray them as anarchists.
This was not the 'Fake News' media's portrayal. They spun an entirely different tale, one of a
massive riot of White supremacist domestic terrorists egged on by the President to march to the
Capitol Building and forcibly take power. According to them, this was 'the first act of a coup d'état'
after which the President would institute a state of martial law and refuse to step down from the
Presidency. This bizarre notion was more suited to Game of Thrones, but they stuck to it and then
handed it off to the Democrat leadership in the House for their use. And use it they did. Through
near tearful emoting they expressed an 'abject fear for their lives' as they simultaneously claimed a
grand collusion between Republican Congressional Representatives who voted against accepting
election results and the (unarmed) band of brigands. Foremost among them was the NY
Congresswoman, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who said she thought that she would surely be
murdered by the mob. Not to be outdone, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi proclaimed that 'the
Congress would not be bowed and that Democracy would be defended at all costs.'
The storming of the Capitol was just what the Democrats had been praying for, an excuse to wage
war on the Right and to drive a stake through Donald Trump's political heart. THIS blood-sucking
vampire would feel the full weight of the Congress in one more impeachment. No matter that the
man would leave office in two weeks. They said he must pay the price for trying to turn America
into a third-world banana republic. If that's the way Trump wanted to play, then the Dems would
unleash the 'dogs of the real revolution' a la the 1959 Cuban revolution by calling in the Guardia
Nacional to protect the new Generalissimo on his big day. Soon 25,000 troops poured into the
Capitol to prove Pelosi's point that the Republican guerilla insurgency would be decapitated.
The irony of mobilizing a massive occupying force for the inauguration when the Dems opposed
one to control the riots in D.C. a few months earlier was not lost on those of us who actually SEE the
hypocrisy of the Left on daily basis, but the Dems were either oblivious to it or flat out didn't care.
Then, a few days before the inauguration, the Democrats applied the coup de grâce to the very
people they had 'hired' to protect them, proving that their paranoia had reached its apex. All 25K
guardsmen needed to be vetted for their possible 'right-wing leanings' out of an unfounded fear
that they wouldn't do their duty if ordered OR would revert to 'hidden' Trump loyalties.
It became crystal clear to even the skeptics that the Democrats had now taken leave of their senses
and had embarked on 'Operation Overlord,' D-day (Democrats' Day). They had launched all boats
and America was about to witness the very thing the Democrats had warned of…a hostile takeover
of America, except that the takeover was not being conducted by Donald Trump. It was being
organized and implemented by an pre-cooked alliance of the incoming administration, the radical
Left and the media oligarchs.
Indeed, one only need listen to the words of the newly-sworn in President to recognize the script.
To paraphrase and interpret: America is systemically racist and dominated by White supremacists,
White nationalists and domestic terrorists, and we must cleanse ourselves of their stain on our
democracy. We must purge our society of them and heal ourselves by dedicating ourselves to
establishing 'equity' among disadvantaged minority groups.

These groups have suffered under the boot heel of White America for far too long. Should the
Republicans not voluntarily admit their sins, repent and submit themselves to a program of
rehabilitation and re-education then we, the Democrats, and the military will see to it ourselves.
Today, there are still nearly 6,000 of those same National Guard soldiers encamped around the
citadel of our nation's legislature. They are joined by thousands of feet of razor-wired high fences,
something none of us have seen in our lifetimes. Strange that the Democrats approve of such
barriers in DC but object to them along our southern border where the threat of illegal incursion is
real.
The Democrats' plan is multi-faceted and multi-layered. Now that the initial shock of their military
power grab has settled in, the next legislative steps to limit our freedoms of speech, assembly and
personal protection will kick in. Using the phony strawman of widespread and deeply rooted
domestic terrorism that presumably exists within Republican, Conservative or even Libertarian
circles, a new type of domestic 'Patriot Act' will be introduced. This act will empower America's
intelligence agencies to engage in broad surveillance of our Internet and social media use, our
public gatherings, a re-defining of what 'acceptable speech' and 'inflammatory speech' is and more.
We are entering a perilous time when rampant government-approved and instigated censorship
along with broad legislative overreach will challenge our very freedoms to not only pursue
happiness but will also threaten the very fabric of our society, thanks to an unholy alliance among
the radical Left, big tech, the deep state, the media and corporate America. The questions on most of
our minds are: "How could it have come to this? When did America lose its moral compass…and
why? How did patriotism become synonymous with being the 'enemy within?"
We don’t have much time to debate those questions, though that is what the Left hopes we will do,
use our precious time to talk about the problems while they are busy re-engineering our individual
liberties. Instead, we had better concentrate on how we will protect ourselves from those who are
intent on stifling the very act of questioning.
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